
 

 

 



Welcome to the MySeeds Chia Introduction Cook Booklet! 

We’re so glad you’d like to try chia seeds. 

This cook booklet is here to help you get started with MySeeds chia. There are a variety of recipes to introduce you to 

the many different ways you can use chia seeds.  When you see all that you can do with chia, and everything chia can do 

for you, you’ll want a bag of chia seeds right away.  Among the recipes you’ll find goals like: 

 Using chia gel to replace half the butter or oil in a baked recipe: The food will look, taste and bake the same as 

the original, but will have half the fat. 

 Using dry chia to make foods more filling: Sprinkling chia onto foods you already like to eat is a great way to feel 

full longer 

 Using chia as a flavor extender: Since chia gel doesn’t change or absorb flavors, you can add gel to sauces or 

dressings to use less, but get the same amount of taste 

 Using chia as a flavor blender: When you add chia to items like sauces, chutneys, dressings, and dips, you’ll find 

that the chia will help make the taste from the seasonings blend together better, and appear more even 

throughout the food 

 Using chia to improve texture: When you use dry chia seeds, they can absorb moisture in foods. This can make 

for a more solid burger-patty, a thicker sauce, or better chunky fruit-based dressings 

Chia doesn’t really have a flavor 

This means it’s almost impossible to hate it, but, it can get boring if you don’t know what to do with it. We want you to 

be able to thoroughly enjoy your seeds. It’s important to have a great variety of fun, colorful, and healthier recipes to 

use chia in, so you always have a great incentive to get healthier with MySeeds Chia.  

 

Chia is a great way to add extra fiber and nutrition to almost anything you already like to eat. With two kinds of fiber 

(soluble & insoluble), more calcium by weight than milk and 23% complete protein by weight, you can “power up” so 

many different foods with chia. 

The focus here is “Variety” 

There are vegetarian recipes, recipes with meat, and some are gluten free while others aren’t. Chia works in all types of 

recipes. Hopefully, there’s something here for everyone. If a recipe doesn’t fit into your lifestyle, you can do 

substitutions, or just skip over it. For example, some people are “sugar free” but the desserts here are “Real Desserts”, 

you’ll find regular sugar in some of them.  Why? Because sometimes people want ‘a traditional treat’, and chia can help 

fill that role.  

With the recipes in this book: 

You’ll know what’s in your foods. You don’t need pre-packaged preservatives, high fructose corn syrup (HFCS) hiding in 

every other ingredient list, artificial dyes everywhere & hidden trans fats. All of the recipes here are made to be a little 

bit healthier, higher in fiber and a little bit faster for your busy life. 

  



Introduction to Chia Seeds 

Just how healthy are chia seeds for you? 

There are WAY too many fascinating facts about chia to pack into one little page of a book. There are a myriad of ways 

that chia can enhance your health. You can read about all of them at 

http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Articles/MySeedsArticleHub.html 

It includes articles about using chia for weight loss, preventing diverticulosis, chia for cholesterol, vegetarian protein, 

helping picky kids get proper nutrition, and so much more.  

Chia Gel: 
You’ll find “chia gel” as an ingredient in lots of the recipes in this book. It’s important to know how to make it so you can 

start enjoying these recipes right away. It’s so easy! All you need is the ratio: ” 9 to 1” 

That’s 1 part chia seeds to 9 parts filtered water* 

So, for example if you use 1 tablespoon of dry MySeeds Chia you can use 9 tablespoons of filtered water in a re-seal-able 

container to make chia gel. Just add the seeds and the water, stir or shake to break up clumps and wait about 10 to 15 

minutes. Now you have scoop-able, useful chia gel. This will keep in the fridge in a covered container for about a week (if 

you don’t use it all up first) 

*You should use filtered water because chia gel can magnify flavors. If you use tap water, it can magnify any unsavory 

flavors. Chia gel, by itself, when made with water, should taste like nothing at all.  

Want to see a demo of chia gel being made?  

http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Videos/ChiaInstructionVideos.html 

The seeds don’t dissolve. The soluble fiber on the outside of the seed shell (normally, you can’t see this at all) holds onto 

the water and forms a bead of gel close to the seed shell. It’s this gel that feeds the helpful probiotic bacteria in your 

digestive system, and helps hydrate your digestive process. The action of soluble & insoluble fiber also slows down the 

conversion of carbohydrates into sugars which helps balance blood sugar. 

 

Are you ready for some chia seeds of your own? 

You can read more about chia, see videos & photos at (Our website is loaded with great info!) 

www.mychiaseeds.com  

Plus, you can order your own chia easily & quickly right from that page. Remember, when you order from MySeeds, 

you’ll get ANOTHER instant cook book with EVEN MORE recipes (They’re all different, too) than seen here. Easily do 

more than double your chia recipe collection for free when you choose MySeeds Chia. 

  

http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Articles/MySeedsArticleHub.html
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/Videos/ChiaInstructionVideos.html
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/


 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Do you want even more recipes? 

After seeing all of these fun, easy recipes, maybe you’d 

like even more! After all, these are just the basics: this 

book is just a start with a simple variety of recipes that 

help explain chia and its uses.  If you want more recipes 

instantly, you can have them within minutes with the 

MySeeds Chia Bonus Book 

It’s FREE with ANY size order of MySeeds Chia. That way, 

you get chia seeds to use and you MORE THAN double 

your collection of healthier recipes instantly.  

http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/BonusBookPag

e.html 

There are more full dinners, double the amount of cool 

fresh smoothies, more fun chia burgers, and an awesome 

red velvet chiffon cake. (What’s a chiffon? It’s definitely 

not a cake you can get out of a box mix…) 

 

 

 

 

Don’t wait! 

Get MySeeds Chia right now and uncover the secret of: 

The moist rich taste of oatmeal chia brownies 

Pancakes that are 100% good for you (They’re vegan too! Wow!) 

What’s so good about “unwrapped” lettuce wraps? 

Why is “Forbidden Rice” forbidden? What’s so good for you about this light dinner? 

Learn the special trick of the ALWAYS crisp crust of the Banana Frozen Chia Pie 

Will your “picky eaters” start asking for blueberry salad dressing with mandarin orange? 

And so much more! That’s just a hint of the recipes you’ll get when you place your order for any size of MySeeds Chia. 

Plus, with speedy priority mail you’ll have your seeds in just a few days. Come check it all out at 

www.mychiaseeds.com now! 

 

http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/BonusBookPage.html
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/CookBook/BonusBookPage.html
http://www.mychiaseeds.com/

